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1) 实现 java 编写的日志发送模块 Flume Client，并将它封装成 jar 包，
前端应用通过调用封装好的 jar 包来实现日志的发送
2) 通过 thrift 协议完成日志发送模块 Flume Client 与日志收集模块
Flume Server 之间的连接
3) 实现日志收集模块 Flume Server 对日志数据的收集
4) 通过 HDFS，MapReduce 来实现数据的存储和统计





























With the rapid development of computer technology and Internet
technology，the size of websites and data is growing exponentially. E-commerce
websites need to deal with log information as many as several terabyte everyday.
To the companies that are committed to the network, web logs are valuable assets
for them. The companies can obtain the precise data on the number of customers
and customer preferences from the logs. These data can help companies to better
understand the shortage of their products, so the companies can make a more
effective policy. Therefore, how to collect and count up amounts of web logs has
become an issue, which is now focused by the domestic and foreign companies.
Under the background of distributed computing, in order to solve the
problem of the massive amounts of web logs’ collection and statistics, we
designed and implemented a data collection and statistics system. This system
sends the log through the log sender Flume Client. The Flume Client connects to
the Flume Server using thrift protocol，and then the client sends the log files to
the Flume Server, which is a log collection module. The Flume Server module
will store the log to the distributed file system HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File
System) in the form of data flow. Finally, MapReduce is used to do the necessary
statistics of the web logs，according to information provided by the log ,front-end
application could count the operating number of a single user,analysis user
different behavior performance,configure the content and structure of web
information which could meet the requirements of user,and then improve the
comprehensive competitiveness of the company's products.
The main work for this thesis is as followed:
1) Implement the Flume Client .jar package for the usage of front-end
application via the Java language.
2) Implement the connection of Flume Client and Flume Server by thrift .
3) Implement the collection of massive data by Flume Server.















5) Implement the automated testing for Flume Client module and the
integrate testing for the entire system
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